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BIM Workflow for Using Geotechnical Data in 
Civil Engineering
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“BIM-enabled” Operations and Maintenance

“LEVEL 1”
DESIGN

“LEVEL 2”
CONSTRUCTION

“LEVEL 3”
OPERATIONS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So BIM levels. These have been driven to a large extent by and building on BS 1192, a British Standard that establishes the methodology for managing the production, distribution and quality of construction information, including that generated by CAD systems. The British Standards Institution, BSI, published PAS 1192 part 2 which specifies information management for the capital/delivery phase of construction projects, and then part 3 which looks after operations. Now of course the UK is just one example where government is driving adoption of BIM. But what about elsewhere?<NEXT SLIDE>35 secs
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BIM has started to evolve to where the REAL issues are

WHAT IS SEEN
3D Visualisations

Coordination Drawings
Basic Quantities

Software
Hardware

Training

Thermal Studies
Lighting Analysis
Structural Analysis
Constructability
Pre-fabrication
Asset Tracking
BIM/GIS overlap
Photogeometry
Field BIM
Bridge BIM
Road BIM
Rail BIM
…..

Standards
Guides

Workflows
Change Resistance

Change Management
Role Mutation

Modelling Quality
Collaboration

Contracts
Metrics

Authorisations
Ownership

…….

WHAT IS HIDDEN

?

BIM Thinkspace

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BIM has started to evolve to where the REAL issues are[Click]Between what is seen[Click]And what is hidden
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Coordinating teams across all disciplines and geographies

WHAT IS SEEN
3D Visualisations

Coordination Drawings
Basic Quantities

Software
Hardware

Training

Thermal Studies
GeoStructural Analysis
Structural Analysis
Constructability
Pre-fabrication
Asset Tracking
BIM/GIS overlap
Photogeometry
Field BIM
Bridge BIM
Road BIM
Rail BIM
…..

Standards
Guides

Workflows
Change Resistance

Change Management
Role Mutation

Modelling Quality
Collaboration

Contracts
Metrics

Authorisations
Ownership

…….

WHAT IS HIDDEN

3D Modelling Centric

Information Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Coordinating teams across all disciplines and geographiesThis is done within our common modeling environment and our common data environments
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Intro: Geotechnical Data Management and BIM 

BIM, “Building Information Modeling “

Building Information Modeling insures sharing data, it 
involves a framework that provides collaboration, 
context and continuity to the project. 

Many organizations that rely on subsurface information 
fail to integrate this information in to a BIM model for 
lack of tools to easily transfer and integrate the data to the 
model.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Building Information Mobility - Mobility should be Management (you never discuss mobility, guessing it is a relic)�
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Agenda 

• Introduction

• Traditional Geotechnical State 
of Practice  

• Including Geotech in BIM 

• Conclusion  

Winter Stratigraphy in Canada 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Limited subsurface data – 1 borehole every  50-100 m, depending on project typeNeed for centralized geotech data  - this is  (to me) synonymous with digital data. For the foreseeable future digital data will be a relational database. And the two are similarIntroductionTraditional geotechnical workflows Report driven ( Geotechnical log)Only single source of truth is the geotechnical log. Data is used for multiple analyses by many different parties, not just the geotechnical engineerSubsurface interpretation and liability (project-scale assumptions based on general, inaccurate (not precise) surface data and limited subsurface (point) data). Point data Use of data in geotechnical infrastructure projects (environmental, transportation, structural design, hydrologic analyses) manually entered from paper sourcesIncluding Geotech in BIM Need for digital data in a centralized databaseNeed to flow data from 1d logs to the BIM 3d worldNeed for sub-surfaces as a starting point Geotech in the context of BIM : 2d, 3d. 2d profiles; GIS systems Our solution : tool for geotech engineers, tools for civil engineers  Example/Case History (Abu Dhabi)Conclusion  
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Traditional Geotechnical State of Practice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A geotechnical model created across large areas is typically generated with relatively distinct point data information from the boreholes, meaning large assumptions and extrapolations are made in developing the model. Soil borings are taken along the project, but at predetermined intervals based on spacing rather than actual ground conditions. For example, a typical roadway project may require soil borings every 150 - 500 feet (give or take, depending on the project) just along the centerline of construction, or a soil boring at a foundation location. 
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Traditional Geotechnical State of Practice : Report Driven

• Report Driven
– Paper based (digital paper, PDF) 
– Lag between drilling and report 

generation (months)
– Low reusability/manual data re-entry 
– End game is the report delivery

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Report drivenPaper based (digital paper, PDF) Lag between drilling and report generation (months)Low reusability/manual data re-entry End game is the report delivery , no data flow 
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Unmanaged Data Approach 

• Data is scattered throughout the organization
• Multiple data sources and multiple formats (paper, excel, etc.)

— Field monitoring data and collection (handheld devices), lab 
Information, geophysics, environmental, hydrological, and more

• User must perform extensive manual validation 
• Data redundancies 

— Entered three different times for three different reports (borehole, 
section, lab report)

• Lack of interoperability with other software (GIS, Civil, etc.)
• Scalability issue 
• “Manageable” as long as the end game is the report

Cone PenetrationTesting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KWA - Unmanaged Data Approach : State?? Not sure what "State" is. State of Practice? I'd suggest just getting rid of it.Without considering geotechnical data as a resource to be managed, geotechnical engineers often are isolated: internally they spend hours creating a ‘final report’ Spend hours searching for data used on previous investigations that can be helpful on a current investigationsHave data for a single project scattered across excel sheets, word documents, and even PDFs printed out or saved on a computer. Must spend hours to check calculations and validate analyses.Enter data multiple times for different reasons: reports, summaries, and analysesand need to re-enter data manually to use other design and evaluation applications. �As the report author, I can go around get what I need, copy paste, re enter data, do some formatting and some data validation, and then I get my report, piece of paper and I am done 
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Unmanaged Data Approach : Comments 

• “Some of my geotechnical data is in an user-defined 
database and some in Excel files, and some even on 
paper”.

• “We use different software for collecting data, 
another for lab testing and another for reporting”. 

• “We require different reports: numerical and 
graphical, for what sometimes we need to reenter 
data”. 

• “It is hard to interact with other disciplines like 
Roadway, Bridge or GIS”.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Geotechnical data management” is not often a term heard or considered in the geotechnical world.  The end product for a geo-professional is a report. Typically a log. But is it? A geotechnical investigation is often the first step in infrastructure. It is the basis for all design and what is possible: foundations for buildings and retaining walls, retaining wall structures, pavement design for roads,  flooring design, and even drainage design.  The data geo professionals find is necessary for all infrastructure. Even considering ‘just’ a geotechnical report: it is truly a complex product with vital information. It contains graphics, descriptions, calculations and even diagrams.  It is from this ‘standard’ report that much of the world’s infrastructure is constructed. And it’s creation can take hours for a single log. 
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Subsurface Interpretation and Liability 

• Geotechnical Models:
• Created from local point data
• For large areas 
• High level of unknown 
• Interpretation difficulty 

depending on geology 

Existing ground

Civil project

Interpretation 1

Interpretation 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KWA - when going through slides, Interpretation 2 (the line) shows up with Interp 1, but nothing else. So the Interpretation line 2 is hanging out in white space, all alone. �A geotechnical model created across large areas is typically generated with relatively distinct point data information from the boreholes, meaning large assumptions and extrapolations are made in developing the model. Soil borings are taken along the project, but at predetermined intervals based on spacing rather than actual ground conditions. For example, a typical roadway project may require soil borings every 50- 150m (give or take, depending on the project) just along the centerline of construction, or a soil boring at a foundation location. �
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Traditional Geotechnical State of Practice and BIM 

• Geotechnical subsurface interpretation 
stored in “paper format” 

• No single source of truth that can be 
queried by other systems 

• Subsurface interpretation
– Liability 
– Accuracy 

Need for an Information Model
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Including Geotechnical Data in to BIM

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A geotechnical model created across large areas is typically generated with relatively distinct point data information from the boreholes, meaning large assumptions and extrapolations are made in developing the model. Soil borings are taken along the project, but at predetermined intervals based on spacing rather than actual ground conditions. For example, a typical roadway project may require soil borings every 150 - 500 feet (give or take, depending on the project) just along the centerline of construction, or a soil boring at a foundation location. 
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Digital Data : Centralized Database

– For data storage
– For data validation
– For data queries
– For data reporting
– Data sharing with other programs
– Can be supported by Interoperability 

standards (DIGGS, AGS4) 

• Need for a single source of truth : one 
data store, many uses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KWA DIGGS - all capital letters (made the change already)�gINT was created in response to the need for a geotechnical software application to manage and report subsurface data. gINT’s unique database driven format enables geo professionals to do so much more than reporting while making reporting simple and direct.�The database format allows for simple data entry and data import from any data structure.�Users can add in validation tools to help catch errors in the database. For example, one could add in rules to prevent sample depths below the bottom lithology description. Or prevent a soil description that cannot exist such as a very loose clay.�Provided data templates are just the start. gINT can manage all subsurface data. This means it is the single source of truth for a geotechnical organization and all users can use it for their work and analysis. Personnel know where to go to get the information they need.�Enter data one time in the database, and use it in several reports. This saves time and effort and minimized potential for data entry errors. �Reports can be customized to your organization. You can create an organizational standard for all personnel to use. This can also minimize liability as you know what is on each log, and the format is approved.�gINT’s database format enables other applications to reach in to gINT to read data directly, or data can be exported from gINT and imported in  a necessary format for other applications to easily read.����
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Digital Data: Paper to Database, Database to Models 
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Displaying Geotechnical Models in Context 

• Need for geocoordination tools
– Local project
– GPS
– Station-offsets  
– On the Fly Reprojection
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Displaying Geotechnical Models in Context 

• Geotechnical database
output :
– 2d plans
– Profiles 
– 3d models 
– Subsurfaces

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KWA: 1-1 profiles? Profiles are usually scaled 10:1 (H:V) as they are more paper space. 1-1 makes little sense in the practical world. Unless you are going somewhere with this. I would leave it as "Profiles". No adjectives
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Mapping Workflow

• 2D representation of the boreholes; 
annotation 

• Civil projects: import, reference
• Import / reference CAD and GIS data 
• Load raster imagery: from local disk or WMS 

feed
• Direct Support of BING maps data with 

Microsoft account 
• Projection of the fly: working with multiple 

coordinate systems and data sources live, no 
need to import data all in one coordinate 
system
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Video bullet points ( organized by frame title) :Preliminary study : gINT for Civil tools allow users to create visually rich preliminary studies that allow users to easily define where drilling needs to be performed and if it can be performed.Reviewing project area with Bing Maps: Bing Maps integration provides a powerful and easy access to surrounding context (access, surroundings, buildings, ponds, marshes) Loading historical geotechnical data within the project area  :Boreholes historical data from previous projects in SQL server enterprise database provides soils properties in the area and basic understanding of geotechnical environment. Some are underneath buildings because they were drilled for supporting the buildings construction. (if there is an infrastructure, there should be boreholes around it) Loading project alignment :The conceptual design defines the project area and potential key points for geotechnical design such as foundations and roadway. These key points will drive the borehole planGetting a wider view of the area :Zooming out a little bit to get a wider view of the area for loading additional data. The geo-coordination supports on-the-fly re-projection of data from different coordinate systems.Loading the geological map of the area :Geological map from USGS WMS feed (would be BGS here in UK), this defines subsurface behaviorBlending geological map with Bing MapsThe powerful raster capabilities of gINT Civil Tools support data combination for building comprehensive maps Project overlaps 2 geological layersThe project overlaps 2  geological units : Alluvium in pale yellow and clay/sand in dark yellow; they are soft rocks and this means it is likely piles will have to be constructed through clay to the solid bedrock and excavating will not need explosives.Loading aerial photography  The aerial photography loaded here comes from the Bing Maps, its provides additional context data not visible in the usual mapping data like marshes, wetlands and vegetation Creating drilling planBoreholes needed for this project are planned and pushed to the gINT database, they are concentrated where the load will be the most important around the bridge piles, and where access is clear. Because the geology is XXX we can go with this pattern; other geological type could require doubling  the number of boreholes. Validating new borehole locations against slopes Adding the terrain allows to combine the locations with the slopes and validate that drilling equipment will not operate in tight slope Final drilling planThe final drilling plan is ready, it shows the area, the project alignment and the planned boreholes, it can now be sent to the drilling team Click when title phases out
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2d plans: Case Study (Abu Dhabi)

• Single Source of truth and 
centralized geotechnical dtaba 
enable data flow to GIS 

• Web Enabled GIS allows 
engineers to easily access 
geotechnical information from 
a portal 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Municipality of Abu Dhabi City ensures sustainable development and enhances the quality of life for the Emirate of Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. The Municipality routinely commissions and manages projects where large volumes of data from site investigation and design are archived and accessed by internal and external users. Using a geotechnical database software application and web mapping, the Municipality’s Spatial Data Division developed the Geotechnical Information Management System (GIMS) as a comprehensive geotechnical database and information system for quick access to all geotechnical data. Providing instant access to subsurface investigation data supports rapid decision-making and appropriate resource allocation, thereby saving time and money.GIS integration allows access to the existing geotechnical data at any time, from anywhere, via the Internet or the Municipality’s intranet. The robust geotechnical data submission standards ensure the uniformity and quality of data that is submitted. The streamlined data management processes using a standard geotechnical database improved the Spatial Data Division’s daily productivity twofold. 
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Profile Views

• Dynamic profiles

• Borehole visualization plus surfaces 

• Civil projects 

• Surface interpretation 

• “Browsing” tool for subsurface data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KWA - Again, suggest no 1-1 (and if you do, 1:1). Unless you are making a point about an improvement to the state of practice.  Not sure if you are. 
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3d Models : Use of Geotechnical Data in infrastructure projects

• Work with terrain and real 
“DTMs”

• 3D visualization of geotechnical 
data

• Thematic symbolization 
• Overlay site design plans to 

provide context view
• Data QA/analysis by combining 

with other data (point clouds, …)
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Native Read/Write Projects

Direct read of Projects minimizes using 
old data and reduces opportunity for 
data entry errors
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Subsurface data model : PointID
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Subsurface data model : Top-Bottom
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Subsurface data model : Depth Only 
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Subsurface : Layer Creation for BIM

• Subsurfaces needed for civil 
projects 

• Gradual process 

• Liability issues 

• “Imperfect interpretation” or 
“paper logs”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
KWA - liability. People will make interpretations with based off of log data. May as well give them the factual data so there is reduced opportunity for error.  And let them assume the liability for interpretation which they need/will do regardless. Make the work flow easier. Large organizations : interpretation can be sharedSmaller ( site investigation, harder)
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A Quick Example
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• 2D representation of the 
boreholes; annotation 

• Civil projects: import, reference 
in, ProjectWise integration 

• Import / reference CAD and GIS 
data 

• Load raster imagery: from local 
disk or WMS feed

• Direct Support of BING maps 
data with Microsoft account 

• Projection of the fly: working with 
multiple coordinate systems

• 3D representation of the 
boreholes; annotation 

• 3d civil projects: import, 
reference in, ProjectWise 
integration 

• Import / reference CAD and 
GIS data 

• Load geological layers 
• Create surfaces from geology 

and existing ground 
• Intersect geology with civil 

design 

• 3D representation of the 
boreholes; annotation 

• Water levels

• Create water level surfaces 
and hydraulic flow indicators

• Plot environmental readings in 
3D 

• Create “heat maps” for 
environmental readings

• Visualize contamination zones 
in material types

Mapping / GIS 3d Civil 3d Environment
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GSA: GeoStructural Analysis

GeoStructural Analysis (GSA) address all common geotechnical problems in 
civil engineering such as shoring excavation, retaining wall design, slope 
stability, foundation design, settlement analysis, tunnels.

GeoStructural Analysis (GSA)
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Managing various data types and Geotechnical data 

Timeline

D
at

a 
ty

p
e

Spatial 
RDBMS
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Common Data Environment (CDE)

Data Files Data Files
w/ Database Linkages

Spatial
Documents

Spatial
Databases

Business
Documents

Geotechnical
Database

Web
Services

Proprietary
GIS Databases

Enterprise
Data Stores

CAD/BIM/GIS/MS OfficeMobile Apps

GIS Web
Publisher

Reporting Structural
Analysas Drawings Geoengineeri

ng Design 3D modeling

Interoperability 
Connectors

Enterprise
Connectors

Web
Clients

Architecture of Geotechnical Solution

Desktop  
Geotechnical 

Tool
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Document/Project Spatial Indexing 
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Common Data Environment (CDE) allows you to

• Manage heterogeneous data (geotechnical database, geotechnical 
data document, images, projections, …).

• Have teams using different CAD/BIM and Geotechnical tools 
working from a single source of truth (data repository). 

• Easily find the data you own about a given location on earth.
• Know if the data you are about to work with is  the latest and 

greatest or not.
• Make sure that colleagues have access to the data they need to 

perform their tasks, no less, no more.
• Edit spatial databases. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This project is coming from China ECIDI. They are using geotechnical data in their hydro-power design.云南省大理州鹤庆县龙开口镇, 龙开口水电站Longkaikou Hydropower Station, Yunnan
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project finished earlier than 10 monthsDesign error minimize 95%Increase productivity 40%Increase economic benefits about  RMB$1.79billions
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Conclusion 

• Geotechnical data should be stored in systems that 
are open for multiple uses rather than “just” the 
generation of a paper based reports. 

• Using a single source of truth will address 2 of the 3 
issues identified in the traditional geotechnical state 
of practice : unmanaged data and report driven.

• The liability aspect* of the subsurface 
generation/interpretation remains, it is a major point 
to be addressed in order to fully deploy BIM 
workflows.   

 Database 
 Digital models 
 Geocoordination
 Contracts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again...liability thoughts? 
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Thank You 
Questions ?
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